An important task of world energy is to solve the problem of controlled thermonuclear fusion and the information presented in the article can be used in power engineering to create a controlled thermonuclear reactor. The method now used magnetic localization of plasma does not allow sustaining stable thermonuclear plasma in a closed chamber, and so another solution to the problem is necessary. In this paper, we propose an alternative dynamic approach of the stationary localization of plasma through centrifugal force. Localization of plasma as plasma whirlwind allows us to control the process of stable thermonuclear fusion.
Introduction
Many years have passed since the task of realizing controlled thermonuclear fusion was set. The author of the pioneer research program for controlled thermonuclear fusion was Spitzer L. [1] . Since then, the methods of magnetic confinement of high-temperature thermonuclear plasma in magnetic traps of tokamak type and stellarator have been used [2] .
Tokamak was proposed in the USSR [3] . The principle on which he works is simple. Plasma is retained by a magnetic field, which is created by a toroidal solenoid. The plasma is under pressure several atmospheres. The current flowing How to cite this paper: Smirnov, E.P. in the plasma creates its own a magnetic field that compresses the plasma into a cord. The plasma has the form of a torus and is enclosed within a solenoid, in which creates a magnetic field. As a result, it turns out that the plasma is surrounded by vacuum insulation. This is necessary to maintain plasma at high temperatures, at which a thermonuclear reaction occurs.
The idea of the stellarator was put forward by Spitzer L. In a stellarator on a closed toroidal magnetic field additional field is added, created by a special screw the winding wound on the body of the reaction chamber. The main feature of the stallarator is that the applied in it the method of confinement of plasma is not connected with the presence of a current in the plasma, as in a tokamak.
Studies are known of the inertial controlled thermonuclear fusion without the use of magnetic confinement of plasma [3] . The idea of the method is that pulsed heating occurs mixture of deuterium and tritium in the frozen state approximately millimeter diameter in a very short period of time, for which the clot does not have time to scatter. This creates a very high pressure, which ensures intensive heat exchange between ions and electrons of the thermonuclear plasma. It is believed that in this way the thermonuclear D + T-reaction in the clot can be almost completely completed. This requires a well-focused highpower laser radiation, which must heat the clot simultaneously and with all sides for a time of the order of nanoseconds. In laser thermonuclear fusion experimentally achieved plasma temperature 8 × 10 7 K. The appearance of neutrons confirms the principle possibility initiate a thermonuclear reaction in this way. However, a relatively small number of them call into question such a mechanism for confinement and combustion of thermonuclear fuel on all its volume.At present, JET and JT-60U tokamaks are obtained the power of a thermonuclear reaction comparable to the power of the creation of a plasma, and on this basis the international tokamak-reactor ITER is being designed. However, before practical application controlled thermonuclear fusion based on the confinement of thermonuclear plasma by a magnetic field far away, since such characteristics of the reactor, such as efficiency, manufacturability, the price of electricity received, and environmental friendliness are at the forefront. The purpose of this paper is to propose a alternative method for retaining thermonuclear plasma, in which the plasma is not confined by a magnetic field, but centrifugal force is isolating high-temperature plasma from the chamber wall in which a plasma is formed, than is provided the possibility of implementing active control actions on the process of occurrence and steady thermonuclear synthesis reaction.
Statement of the Problem
Until now, people used energy to get energy processes of terrestrial origin ob- In nature, the plasma is retained by gravitational forces. Instead of gravity to hold the plasma, it was suggested to use magnets. Plasma plants built in which magnetic lines of force had the most complex configurations-"Bottles", "plugs", "mirrors", "eight",-really kept the plasma in their invisible boundaries, but only of too short a time of the order of microseconds. It turned out that the reason for this-the instability of plasma formations, which this method did not allow to control [2] . Is there another way?
New Way
The new way consists in the refusal of preferential use magnetic field for confinement of thermonuclear plasma. The magnetic method is static and does not provide steady-state retention plasma, because he does not allow you to effectively manage the process. Instead, alternative method of plasma confinement by centrifugal force offered. It is possible to carry out active control actions on the process of the formation and flow of a thermonuclear fusion reaction.
The powerful gravitational field of a star, for example, the Sun, does not give the bulk mass of heated to very high temperatures hydrogen to escape into outer space. Can not go and the reaction products of synthesis, releasing heat and warming upother particles. It is believed that such a regime of self-heating and plasma self-control can not be realized on the Earth.
However, the behavior of the body in an accelerated moving system is equivalent to the behavior of the body in the presence of an equivalent gravitational field. This is a qualitative consideration lies at the basis of Einstein's general theory of relativity.
Suggestion
So, on the Earth, you can organize such an accelerated the motion of the system, which by action on the body is equivalent to the gravitational field. Such accelerated motion can be a uniform rotation of the system, which creates in the system the centrifugal force of inertia and which can be made to serve to hold the plasma. In such a natural way, we come to the necessity use of the concept of a vortex.
The beginning of the modern theory of vortex motion was based G. Helmholtz, published in 1858 his memoir "About integral of the hydrodynamic equa-E. P. Smirnov Journal of Power and Energy Engineering tions corresponding to vortex motion " [4] , in which he first formulated a theorem on the conservation of vortices. According to this theorem for forces satisfying the conservation law energy, it is impossible to create or destroy existing vortex. Only after the work of Helmholtz arose a group of issues and tasks that now constitute the subject of the doctrine of vortices.
The development of the proposed concept can be helped by observations and studies of tornadoes [5] .
TWIRLLARATOR-a new term derived from the word TWIRL. Figure 1 shows schematically the TWIRLLARATOR, which consists of the reaction chamber 1, the lower gas circuit where the gas can flow with the possibility of changing its temperature and pressure, 2 and the flap 3 separating them. A linear gas vortex 4 is formed in the reaction chamber. A electromagnetic system for initiating and maintaining high temperature plasma in the reaction chamber 5, for this it is possible to use other known means.
In tokamaks ions are retained in a limited volume by a strong magnetic field.
The heating process is performed by electrons, which are initially short current pulses are heated to very high temperatures Then, through Coulomb collisions, electrons transfer their energy ions. In the conditions adopted in modern tokamak projects, the time, for which electrons transfer their energy to ions, reaches 20 -30 seconds. It turns out that during this time most of the electron energy will go away in bremsstrahlung. Therefore, in modern tokamaks additional sources of plasma heating are used. In the twirllarator can also be used additional more effective methods of supplying energy to ions [3] . This can be either high-frequency heating, or injection of fast neutral deuterium atoms, or dissipation of magnetoacoustic waves [6] .
The picture of the phenomena in the TWIRLLARATOR 1) The lower gas circuit and the reaction chamber are filled with gas (for example, a mixture of Dt and Tr). The flap closes. Turn on the rotation of the system and achieve steady rotation of the gas vortex in the reaction chamber.
When the cylindrical reaction chamber rotates with the gas, the inner adjacent Figure 1 . Schematic image of the twirllarator. A source: https://plus.google.com/communities/104524269775067972384 gas layer is entrained by the chamber and begins to participate in the rotational motion. Near the inner surface of the rotating cylinder, the gas layer acquires over time almost the same linear velocity as the velocity of the points on the inner surface of the cylinder of the reaction chamber. Due to internal friction, the moment of momentum is transferred to adjacent gas layers and eventually the motion captures the entire internal area of the reaction chamber. A linear gas vortex is formed. Centrifugal forces create a pressure gradient and, as a result, the system is held in balance.
Unlike liquid vortices whose center is filled with a liquid of the same density as their periphery, the gas vortex has a tubular structure with a compacted wall in which the bulk of the gas vortex is located [3] . In the central part of the gas vortex, the gas pressure is reduced by scattering of particles from the center by centrifugal force, and the vortex itself is bounded from the outside by a boundary layer with reduced values of temperature and viscosity and with values of the rotational speed smoothly changing from the speed of the outer wall of the vortex to the velocity of the rotating wall of the reaction chamber.
2) The cooled gas is supplied to the lower gas circuit. It is possible to vary the temperature and pressure of the gas. The flap opens. There is a secession of the vortex from the walls of the chamber and its compression. The velocity of the vortex increases
If the external gas pressure acts on the gas vortex on its different sides, this exerts a compressive effect on the vortex as an integral structure. Compression of the body of the vortex by external forces caused by ambient pressure causes an increase in the rotation speed of the wall of the gas tube of the vortex, and the internal pressure decreases.
In the boundary layer around the vortex, the gradients of velocities, pressures and temperatures will be large and the viscosity and thermal conductivity of the gas are greatly reduced. Under such conditions, ring motion and heat are almost not transferred to the outer layers of the boundary layer. This state of the vortex will be stable. The wall of the gas vortex will rotate in the boundary layer, as in a sliding bearing, almost without transferring of movement and heat.
3) Turn on the current in the electromagnetic system near the reaction chamber. Gas breakdown in the wall of the gas vortex is achieved. The gas is ionized and the current flowing through it heats it to a high temperature. It is also possible to use other known means for the initialization and maintenance of hightemperature plasma.
When the system rotates, the centrifugal force causes the cold gas to press against the walls of the lower gas circuit. The pressure of the cold gas in the lower expanded circuit, transferred to the narrow and hot reaction chamber, will overpower the pressure from the centrifugal force of the light ionized gas in the narrow reaction chamber.
By changing the radius of the lower gas loop, when designing the device, the system rotation speed, the temperature and the pressure of gas supplied to the lower gas circuit, the high temperature Plasma Whirlwind of the desired tem-Journal of Power and Energy Engineering perature is formed in the reaction chamber and its stable rotation.
Conclusions
The main obstacle in solving the problem of controlled thermonuclear fusion now-not yet deep enough physical processes in hot plasma have been studied.
The theory, which is well developed here, refers only to non-turbulent state of the plasma.
In a plasma the mean free path of both electrons and ions reaches centimeters, and the temperature gradient is large. Therefore, the internal stress, according to Maxwell [8] , approximately 10 orders of magnitude more than in gas, and can create in plasma convective flows and turbulence. The hot plasma is in a turbulent state. Even in ordinary hydrodynamics turbulent processes do not have full quantitative description and basically all calculations are based on the theory of similarity. In a plasma hydrodynamic processes are more complex, so it is necessary to go the same way.
The main obstacle in the construction of the twirllarator lies in the inevitable engineering problems.
As practically in all nuclear reactors, the generated power is proportional to the volume of the core and the losses increase only with an increase in its surface, the efficiency of nuclear reactors grows with the growth of their size.
Therefore, the reactor has a critical size, from which it can generate useful energy. The magnitude of this critical size determines the feasibility reactor in practice. This critical size is determined not by scientists, but by engineers-designers, since it is closely related to the constructive design of the whole installation as a whole. Life shows that the inventive abilities of people do not have limit, and therefore the critical dimensions of twirllarator can with time become feasible.
The method used in tokamak and stellarator is now amenable full theoretical calculation, but the building of a thermonuclear reactor, based on magnetic confinement of plasma, leads to a very large and complex construction. In contrast, twirllarator has a simple construction. But its practical implementation and dimensions depend on convection heat exchange processes that are not amenable to theoretical quantitative assessment. Experiments are necessary.
The main attraction of scientific work is that it leads to problems, the solution of which can not be foreseen, therefore the solution of problem of controlled thermonuclear fusion for the scientist especially attractive.
half the wavelength of high-frequency oscillations. The plasma pinch was in one of the maxima of electric field. Stability of the plasma pinch along the longitudinal axis was created by electric field of high-frequency oscillations. In the radial direction the stability of the plasma pinch was provided by the rotation of the gas.
Of greatest interest is the study of plasma discharge in hydrogen or in deuterium. At low powers the discharge did not have clearly delineated boundaries.
His glow was of a diffuse nature. With an increase in the applied high-frequency oscillations power the radiation became brighter, the diameter of the discharge increased and inside appeared the clearly defined core of the cord form, the cross section of which grew with power input. The higher was the pressure, the more was stable of the discharge, and the sharper was forms of core. Studying the conductivity of the plasma, and also with the help of active and passive spectral diagnostics of plasma it could be reliably established that the central part of the discharge had a very high temperature of electrons-above a million degrees.
Thus, at the boundary of the plasma cord, at a distance of several millimeters, there was a temperature gradient of over one million degrees. This meant that the plasma on the surface of the cord had a high thermal insulation. The possibility of such a large temperature gradient initially caused doubts. Therefore, various methods of plasma diagnostics were tested. But all of them invariably led to the same high temperature-above a million degrees. But later it became clear that the physical nature of existence such a temperature gradient is quite understandable. Such a large temperature gradient can be explained by the fact that on the boundary of a hot plasma there is a double electric layer, from which without significant losses electrons are reflected. The possibility of the existence of such a layer has long been known. These experiments confirm that it is possible to try to implement the project of twirllarator-the thermonuclear reactor to obtain useful energy.
